Pop Up Shared Zones for Active Travel and Exercise

Rapid Consultation Results

There were 70 respondents throughout the rapid consultation and feedback was made up of the following:

- 60 surveys (some included pinning tool suggestions)
- 1 stand alone pinning tool suggestion
- 6 phone calls
- 3 emails

This document is a summary of the results collected through the first phase of the rapid consultation.
To what extent would you support pop up shared zones for active travel and exercise in your neighbourhood?

- Strongly Support: 44
- Support: 10
- Neutral: 2
- Don't Support: 13

To what extent do existing paths support active travel and exercise in your neighbourhood?

- A lot: 26
- Somewhat: 26
- Neutral: 5
- Not very much: 6
How would you use pop up shared zones?

- Cycling: 45
- Jogging/Running: 13
- Scooting: 3
- Skating: 3
- Walking: 18
- Walking the dog: 10
- Walking with kid/s pram: 10
- I wouldn't use them: 1
- Other: 0

If we were to trial pop up shared zones in your area, what are the top 3 things you would like us to consider?

- Safety: 41
- Social distancing opportunities: 14
- Colour and vibrancy: 10
- Connection to paths, parks, open space etc.: 31
- Barriers between people and cars: 7
- Impact on parking near my home: 11
- Signs and links to destinations: 7
- Minimising project costs: 6
- Maintaining access to my property: 9
- Other: 0
Do you have suggestions about where you would like to see a pop up shared zone in the proposed area (including pin tool suggestions):

- Desire to see pop up shared zones with connections to the river paths and existing parks such as the Federation Trail, Chirnside Park and Skeleton Creek Trail.

- Respondents want connections to other destinations including Shopping Centres, Werribee South Precinct including the beach foreshore and Werribee Mansion.

Refer to Figure 1 for Pinning Tool Suggestions.
Figure 1: Pinning Tool Suggestions
Feedback

54 respondents supported the project and provided the following feedback:
• Want to see this implemented as soon as possible
• The project is a great initiative
• Fantastic idea
• Value in doing this
• The more pops ups the better
• I like the idea for wider Wyndham
• Good time to trial
• It’s important to create a useful cost efficient shared zone
• Would like to see colour and signage in the shared zone

13 respondents did not support the project and provided the following feedback:
• Concern around cost
• The trial is unnecessary and would not use it as existing paths are adequate